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1.2  End User Technology - Work from Remote using VDI

Virtual Desktop Infrastructure (VDI) - Centralizes end users' desktops and applications in the 
datacenter, so IT can efficiently provision new clients, centralize desktop management, and improve 
security and compliance. This will be like Cloud Desktop available on demand for your employees. You 
can plan to implement VDI for all your future Desktop requirements, it can be planned in batch of 25 or 
50 Desktops.

Key Benefites

l Improved employee productivity.

l Able to guarantee the end-user experience and how applications run.

l Reduced downtime for the shops.

l Improved desktop performance and stability.

Available Deployment Options

1. Tightly integrate with Virtual Machines on Existing / New Hardware

Architecture



1.3  End User Technology - Unified Endpoint Management

Unified Endpoint Management allows greater control to management to securely deliver and manage 
any application on any device. This solution integrates access control, application management and 
multi-platform endpoint management into a single platform and is available as a cloud service or on-
premises deployment.

Key Benefites

Available Deployment Options

1. Hardened Physical Appliances 

2. Powerful Virtual Appliances

Architecture

It enables you to drastically improve experiences and tasks that were previously costly, time consuming, 
and resource intensive.

With this solution, IT organizations can:

l Onboard a new employee with all apps and devices in under an hour without tickets & help desk calls

l Set and enforce access and data policies across all apps, devices, and locations in one place

l Provision a new corporate laptop out of the box, anywhere in the world, from the cloud within minutes

l Get insights and automation capabilities across your entire digital workspace environment



2.1  EDGE Network - SECURE Connectivity to your Network

Key Security Features

Available Deployment Options

1. Powerful Virtual Appliances

Architecture

SMA Deliver best-in-class secure access and minimize surface threats

l Deliver browser-based clientless secure access. 

l Grant access only to trusted devices and authorized users

l Consolidate access management for hybrid IT environments

l Gain visibility into every connecting device

l Enforce granular access control policies

(Secure Mobile Access Appliance ) - A hardened edge gateway for anytime, anywhere, any device 
secure access. It allows application hosted in Data Center and Cloud to be accessed securely from 
Home/Remote work.

SMA Provides  and method of access to applications and network resources SECURE  CLIENTLESS 
like desktop, printers, servers for remote and mobile employees



3.1  SECURITY - Cloud 

Architecture

Cloud One All in One Solution includes: 

l Workload Security:  Runtime protection for workloads (virtual, physical, cloud, and containers)

l Container Security:  Image scanning in your build pipeline

l File Storage Security:  Security for cloud file and object storage services 

l Application Security:  Security for serverless functions, APIs, and applications

l Network Security:  Cloud network layer IPS security 

l Conformity:  Cloud security and compliance posture management

The biggest concern for Enterprise to move on cloud is security. Cloud One - All-in-one cloud-native 
security offerings simplifies your hybrid and multi-cloud security.

We offer following services for cloud management and security.

l Cloud Migration

l Modern Application Delivery

l Cloud Operation Excellence



3.1  SECURITY - Endpoint

Key Security Features

Available Deployment Options

1. Hardened Physical Appliances 

2. Powerful Virtual Appliances

Provides a central point of visibility and control for discovery, fingerprint extraction, policy enforcement 
and reporting violations 

Data Loss Prevention (DLP) is the key security components for Endpoint Security.

Comprehensive Data Loss Prevention (DLP) Mitigates Risk and Improves Visibility over sensitive data, 
protecting copyright, protecting valuable drawings, formulas, software programs.

Data loss prevention (DLP) is critical to stop accidental and malicious data leaks—whether it’s customer 
information, financial data, intellectual property or trade secrets. 

Today’s enterprise must be able to identify, track, and secure all confidential data at rest, in use, and in 
motion. This is increasingly difficult due to growing risk factors, including mobile workers and the 
widespread use of USB drives, webmail, IM, and CDs/DVDs

Key Features

Discover, monitor, block and encrypt private data with
real-time view of endpoint status

DLP Endpoint

Yes

DLP Network Monitor

Supports Monitoring only

High-performance, low-impact filtering based on  keywords,
meta data and regular expressions

Yes Yes

Granular policy enforcement by Active Directory user or
group, Windows domain, and endpoint groups

Yes Yes

Control of input/output devices: USB, CD/DVD, IrDA,
Bluetooth, COM and LPT ports, and more

Yes Yes

Broad coverage of communication systems: email, webmail,
IM, P2P, FTP, Skype, Windows File Share, ActiveSync, & more

Yes Yes

Low administration and TCO with new UI, alerts, 10xs faster
deployment, compliance templates, encryption, and more

Yes Yes

Intellectual property protection using with 90% smaller
fingerprint for higher performance, scalability and accuracy

Yes Supports Monitoring only



3.1  SECURITY - Data Centric Security

Digital Rights Management is a data centric security solution.  It enables you to enforce who can access a 
file, what they can do with a given file (view, copy/paste, edit, screen share print), when they can utilize a 
file (set expiration dates or revoke access on demand), and from which device/geo or IP address. This is 
mainly important in Pharmaceuticals, Engineering Design, Software, Digital Music and Entertainment 
industry.

These controls are granular, going way beyond file encryption, classification and detection(DLP); the rights 
control a file/data even while it is being worked upon in an application; stay with the file wherever it travels; 
and can be remotely modified or revoked in the event that a partnership ends or an employee leaves.

Key Benefites

l Eliminates ‘blind spots’ of point solutions to ensure full protection, tracking & revocation of access to 
sensitive data

l Automates the data-centric process to ensure sensitive documents are consistently protected without 
impacting user productivity

l Reduces deployment costs associated with integrating best-of-breed DLP, CASB, Data Classification 
and Rights Management systems

l Leverages existing Enterprise systems (ECM, File Shares, Email, EFSS, ERP, SIEM) to automatically 
add protection to documents downloaded and shared

l Provides a blueprint and the agility to swap out and add solutions

Available Deployment Options

1. Cloud Based 

2. On Premise

Rights Management – Data Centric Security

WHO WHAT WHEN WHERE
can access the file? rights do they have? can they do it? can they do it?

Specific Users/groups

within and outside the 

organization

View, edit, print, copy

content, take screen

grabs, work offline

Time-bombing, specific

date/time, or so many

days from first access

Location based controls -

geo fencing, lock to device,

block mobile access

Granular Controls

Goes beyond Classification,

encryption and DLP

Performance

Protection persists with

the file forever

Audit Trail

All activities are tracked

Remote Control

File rights can be changed

from anywhere in the world



4.1  Core Infrastructure . Hyper-Converged Infrastructure

Hyper-converged infrastructure (HCI) combines common datacenter hardware using locally attached 
storage resources with intelligent software to create flexible building blocks that replace legacy 
infrastructure consisting of separate servers, storage networks, and storage arrays. Our solution will 
use the existing infrastructure and convert it to HCI.

Benefits include lower TCO, increased performance, and greater productivity within IT teams.

HCI converges the entire datacenter stack, including compute, storage, storage networking, and 
virtualization. 

Complex and expensive legacy infrastructure is replaced by a platform running on turnkey, industry-
standard servers that enable enterprises to start small and scale one node at a time. 

Software running on each server node distributes all operating functions across the cluster for superior 
performance and resilience.

Architecture



4.1  Core Infrastructure - Mailing / Collaboration Solution

Mailing solution is basic need of organization, and enterprise have already implemented it. But, with 
time changing it needs review and we can help you assess the current mailing solution and suggest the 
best Enterprise mailing solution. Our implementation team is expert in providing most popular solution 
available in the market as well as open source solutions.  

Our offered Enterprise-class email, calendar and collaboration solution built for the cloud, both public 
and private. With a redesigned browser-based interface, We offers the most innovative messaging 
experience available today, connecting end users to the information and activity in their personal clouds.

Architecture

Available Deployment Options

1. On-Premise or Cloud based - Web based Mailing / Collaboration solutions



4.1  Core Infrastructure - Video Conferencing Solution

Many modern businesses rely on video conferencing to meet with geographically dispersed 
colleagues and business partners. That's why it's so important to choose the right video 
conference service for your business needs.

Understanding the market needs, we provide you with the best suitable high quality video conferencing 
system that is extremely customizable.

Available Deployment Options

l  Hardware Endpoint based video conferencing solutions

l  Software based video conferencing solutions

l  On-Premise or Cloud based - Web based video conferencing solutions

l  Hybrid video conferencing which utilizes the power of software and hardware into one.

Key Benefites
l Reduced Travel Time and Costs. 

l Optimised Attendance. 

l Structured Meetings with Improved Communications.

l Increased Productivity.

l Employee Retention.

l Sustained Competitive Advantage

Architecture

Visual Collaboration System

Polycom
MCU

Tandberg
MCUCisco

MCU

Skype

Talepresence



5  Deployment & Migration Services

We offer wide range of core IT services

l Cloud Setup / Migration / Consulting Services 

l Backup as a Services on Cloud

l Application Development on Cloud 

Migrating your existing applications and IT assets to the Cloud presents an opportunity to transform the 
way your organization does business. It can help you lower costs, become more agile, develop new 
skills more quickly, and deliver reliable, globally available services to your customers. Our goal is to help 
you to implement your cloud strategy successfully.

CLOUD Setup and Consulting

l Go global in minutes 

l Trade capital expense for variable expense 

l Increase speed and agility 

l Stop spending money running and maintaining data centers 

Key Benefites

l Cloud - A cloud-based application fully deployed in the cloud and all parts of the application run in the 
cloud. Applications either been created in the cloud or have been migrated from an existing infrastructure. 

l Hybrid - A way to connect infrastructure and applications between cloud-based resources and existing 
resources within on premise data centres.

Deployment Models

l Pay-as-you-go (PYAG):  Monthly billing at the standard Pay-As-You-Go rates.

l Reserved VM Instances (Ris) 

 A way of purchasing compute with a great price and flexibility, in return for upfront or monthly payment 

    for the term of 1 or 3 years.

l Hybrid Benefit (Only with Azure) 

  Pricing benefit for customers who have licenses with active Software Assurance (SA) 

  Allows customers to assign their Windows Server licenses to Azure Vms.

Pricing Options

l DATA Center Setup / Migration

l DC/DR setup

l Application Migration



Silver Touch Technologies Limited

Head Office 

nd2  Floor, Saffron Tower, Opp. Central Mall,
Panchvati Cross Road, Ahmedabad - 380006
Gujarat, India

+91 79-4002-2770 / 1 / 2 / 3 / 4

info@silvertouch.com

www.silvertouch.com

Task Description Task Timeline 

Delivery & Implementation Schedule

Purchase Order Received 

Project Kick-off meeting and Requirement gathering for Deployment

Hardware Delivery 

Software Delivery

Implementation 

Documentation & Signoff

T

T + 1 Day

T1 = T + 4 Weeks

T2 = T1 + 1 Week

T3 =  T2 + 1 Week 

T4 = T3 + 1 Week

Our Alliances

Why Silver Touch?

ü 25+ years of experience in IT, led by Technocrats

ü 1500+ Manpower Strength

ü Proven expertise for Emerging Technologies

ü CMMi Level 5, ISO 27001, ISO 20000, ISO 9001

ü Listed on NSE

ü PAN India Presence - H. O. in Ahmedabad, Gujarat, Offices in New Delhi, Chandigarh, 
Lucknow, Mumbai, Kolkata, Banglore

ü Global presence - India, USA, UK, France
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